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Abstract:

This short paper is a summary of the published paper [CTV11] where a general

framework for the debugging of tccp programs is defined. To this end, a new com-

pact, bottom-up semantics for the language that is well suited for debugging and

verification purposes in the context of reactive systems was presented. In order to

effectively implement the technique, we also provided an abstract semantics.
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1 Abstract Diagnosis for tccp

Finding program bugs is a long-standing problem in software construction. In the concurrent

paradigms, the problem is even worse and the traditional tracing techniques are almost useless.

There has been a lot of work on algorithmic debugging for declarative languages, which could

be a valid proposal for concurrent paradigms, but little effort has been done for the particular

case of the concurrent constraint paradigm (ccp in short; [Sar93]). The ccp paradigm is different

from other programming paradigms mainly due to the notion of store-as-constraint that replaces

the classical store-as-valuation model. In this way, the languages from this paradigm can easily

deal with partial information: an underlying constraint system handles constraints on system

variables. Within this family, [BGM00] introduced the Timed Concurrent Constraint Language
(tccp in short) by adding to the original ccp model the notion of time and the ability to capture the

absence of information. With these features, it is possible to specify behaviors typical of reactive

systems such as timeouts or preemption actions, but they also make the language non-monotonic.

We develop an abstract diagnosis method for tccp using the ideas of the abstract diagnosis

framework for logic programming [CLMV99]. This framework, parametric w.r.t. an abstract

program property, is based on the use of an abstract immediate consequence operator to identify

bugs in logic programs. The intuition of the approach is that, given an abstract specification of

the expected behavior of the program, one automatically detects the errors in the program. The

framework does not require the determination of symptoms in advance. In order to achieve an

effective method, abstract interpretation is used to approximate the semantics, thus results may

be less precise than those obtained by using the concrete semantics.
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Previous work in the literature, has shown that a key point for the efficacy of the resulting

debugging methodology is the compactness of the concrete semantics. Thus, we have devoted

much effort to the development of a compact concrete semantics for the tccp language to start

with. There are many languages where a compact compositional semantics has been founded on

collecting the possible traces for the weakest store, since all traces relative to any other initial

store can be derived by instance of the formers. In tccp, this does not work since the language

is not monotonic: if we have all traces for an agent A starting from an initial store c and we

execute A with a more instantiated initial store d, then new traces, not instances of the formers,

can appear, and others (that were compatible with c but not with d) may disappear.

Furthermore, note that, since we are interested in a bottom-up approach, we cannot work

assuming that we know the initial store. However, when we define the semantics of a conditional

or choice agent where some guard must be checked, we should consider different execution

branches depending on the guard satisfiability. To deal with all these particular features, our

idea is that of associating conditions to computation steps, and to collect all possible minimal

hypothetical computations.

Our new (concrete) compact compositional semantics is correct and fully abstract w.r.t. the

small-step behavior of tccp. It is based on the evaluation of agents over a denotation for a set

of process declarations D, obtained as least fixpoint of a (continuous, monotone) immediate

consequence operator D �D�.

Thanks to the compactness of this semantics, we can formulate an efficacious debugging

methodology based on abstract interpretation which proceeds by approximating the D �D� op-

erator producing an “abstract immediate consequence operator” Dα�D�. We show that, given

the abstract intended specification S α of the semantics of the declarations D, we can check the

correctness of D by a single application of Dα�D� and thus, by a static test, we can determine

all the process declarations d ∈ D which are wrong w.r.t. the considered abstract property.

When applying the diagnosis w.r.t. approximate properties, the results may be weaker than

those that can be achieved on concrete domains just because of approximation. Abstract incorrect

process declarations are in general just a warning about a possible source of errors. Because of

the approximation, it can happen that a (concretely) correct declaration is abstractly incorrect.

However, all concrete errors are detected.
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Abstract: Max-Simply is a high-level programming framework for modelling and

solving weighted CSP. Max-Simply can also deal with meta-constraints, that is, con-

straints on constraints. The technology currently used to solve the generated prob-

lem instances is SMT. In this paper we present a variant of Max-Simply which is

able to generate not only SMT instances but also pseudo-Boolean instances for cer-

tain modellings. Since there are problems that are more naturally encoded using

pseudo-Boolean variables, the possibility of generating pseudo-Boolean instances

can result in a more efficient and natural fit in some situations. We illustrate the

expressiveness of the Max-Simply language by modelling some problems, and pro-

vide promising performance results on the corresponding generated pseudo-Boolean

instances using state-of-the-art pseudo-Boolean solvers.
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1 Introduction

One of the challenges in constraint programming is to develop systems allowing the user to easily

specify the problem in a high-level language and, at the same time, being able to efficiently solve

it. Various approaches exist for solving constraint satisfaction problems (CSP) specified in a

high-level language, such as ad hoc algorithms for some constructs, or the translation to lower

level languages. Some years ago, translation was seen as a theoretical possibility but not really

feasible. But there have been impressive developments in this area, making this approach not

only feasible, but also competitive.

Following this direction, some high-level, solver-independent constraint modelling languages

have been developed, such as MiniZinc [NSB+07], ESSENCE [FHJ+08] and Simply [BPSV09].

Those languages let the user express most CSPs easily and intuitively. There exist tools for trans-

lating from those high-level languages to lower level ones, some of them permitting a great deal

of flexibility to the user. For example, the MiniZinc system lets the user specify which con-

straints wants to leave untranslated, so that an underlying solver or an ad hoc algorithm can deal

with them in a better and more efficient way.

Simply was developed as a declarative programming system for easy modelling and solv-

ing of CSPs. Essentially, the system translates CSP instances (written in its own language) into

satisfiability modulo theories (SMT) instances, which are then fed into an SMT solver. SMT

instances generalize Boolean formulas by allowing the use of predicates with predefined in-

terpretations from background theories such as, e.g., linear integer arithmetic. For example, a
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